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Abstract

The North Carolina Symphony was the first—and currently one of the only—symphony orchestras in the United
States that is directly supported by a state legislature as a
part of the North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources. This has interesting financial, political, and
social implications for the orchestra. This study investigates
the history of the orchestra and its initial mission—from its
inception with the passing of the “Horn-Tooter” bill in 1943
that created the first appropriation bill to support a symphony orchestra and put the orchestra under the “patronage and
control” of the state—to the current structure of the organization, including state appointees on the Board of Directors
and the implications for members of the staff that are state
employees, while other members are not. This study also
investigates the unique relationship the orchestra has with
the Musician’s Union, the state of North Carolina and its
people, and references current political implications for an
arts organization that operates “under the auspices” of the
State of North Carolina.
Key Words: North Carolina Symphony, state support, not
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North Carolina garnered a significant amount of national attention when the legislature passed into law the Public
Facilities Privacy & Security Act—commonly known as
House Bill 2, or just HB2.1 This law not only spoke to gender identity and the use of government building rest rooms,
but also included a provision that eliminated the possibility
for anti-discrimination protections for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people. This became a political concern
for many constituencies and along with significant local
protests, several national organizations cancelled events in
the state. Many musicians were concerned with this policy
decision as well, and some major pop artists refused to play
in the state including Bruce Springsteen who cancelled his
concert in Greensboro “…in solidarity with those protesting
the measure.”2 The classical world was not spared this boycott and many ardent concert-goers were dismayed when
Itzhak Perlman cancelled his concert with the North Carolina Symphony because of his concerns with the implications of HB2. Knowing that this organization receives direct
support from the state, this study began as an investigation
into whether that connection was the impetus of Perlman’s
decision. Research indicated it was not, but did uncover the
interesting implications of this unique state support for the
North Carolina Symphony.
As with so many not-for-profit organization, the North
Carolina Symphony came into existence because of the
enduring efforts of a single individual. Lamar Stringfield,
a native of North Carolina, had a dream of starting an orchestra that would provide classical music to underserved
rural areas in that state. In 1927 he presented a series of
concerts in Asheville—a geographically isolated rural town
in the western mountains of North Carolina. The musicians
played (gratis) for very appreciative audiences, but when
Stringfield asked for funding from the state in 1929 he was
refused. Stringfield also had an interest in folk music and
started the Institute of Folk Music at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1930. Using this affiliation, he
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was able to secure funding for the orchestra from the 1931
Carolina 10 Year Plan—a legislative appropriation designed
to, “Improve the economic and cultural resources of the
state.”3 This funding allowed the orchestra to incorporate as
a 501c3 and present their first formal concert as the North
Carolina Symphony in May of 1932.
Unfortunately, that infusion of capital did not last forever
and the symphony was not self-sustaining. During the Great
Depression times were particularly hard for musicians, and
the government, through the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration (FERA), gave the symphony $45,000 to
help support creative professionals. This was a significant
amount of money especially for the times—an amount that
roughly translates to $560,000 in today’s value.4 The Works
Progress Administration (WPA) also contributed to the
symphony, but in an ironic turn of events, led to the demise
of the symphony as it was due to inconsistent payments and
other administrative issues.
The symphony’s continuous patronage by the state started
in 1943 with Senate Bill 248—dubbed the “Horn Tootin’
Bill” after one particularly cantankerous senator blurted
out that he couldn’t see supporting a bunch of horn tootin’
musicians.5 Fortunately for the musicians, others were in
favor of supporting a bill that was, “an act to place the North
Carolina Symphony under the patronage and control of the
state, and to authorize the governor and council of state to
make an allotment from the contingency and emergency
fund in aid thereof.”6 The state budget has included support

of the symphony every year since that bill was passed, with
the stipulation that the orchestra is “under the patronage and
control of the state”—under the auspices of the North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources—makes
this arrangement unique among symphonies in this country.
The state funding mandate does not seem to put onerous
guidelines on the symphony (as might be implied by the
terms “control” and “patronage” but it does have implications—particularly in management (personnel) of the organization and in its mission and programming. The charge
of the organization differs in significant ways from other
orchestras:
Our mission is to be North Carolina’s state orchestra—an orchestra achieving the highest standard of
artistic quality and performance standards, and embracing our dual legacies of statewide service and
music education.7
It is no coincidence that the very short mission statement
highlights the goals of statewide service and music education. The orchestra does take its legacy of statewide service
very seriously—having served 91 of the 100 counties in
North Carolina with concerts or community events in 2017.
In that year alone, the orchestra traveled over 18,000 miles
and this commitment to reaching audiences across the state
has earned the orchestra the nickname of “the suitcase symphony” (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Statewide Impact. Source: Report to the Community 2018.8
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The orchestra is also committed to serving a demographically as well as geographically diverse audience. Over one
third of its concerts are held outside of concert halls and
they annually provide music to a large number of school
children and toddlers from a wide variety of communities.
A rich educational program includes teacher training that
helps integrate music performance, theory, and history into
the curriculum for fourth and fifth grade students. The symphony also actively engages younger (than typical) audiences with its Club 25/39—a program for young professionals
that offers reduced ticket prices to concerts and perks including tickets to after-parties with the artists at local bars.
Successful initiatives such as this have led the orchestra
to claim that 40% of its audience is millennials and Gen
X-ers—an impressive and encouraging statistic (Figure 2).
The funding commitment from the state certainly helps
the orchestra to carry out these initiatives—particularly the
extensive travel and outreach that the group undertakes.
While the state does not micro-manage the organization, as
mentioned earlier, it is housed under the North Carolina Department of Natural and Cultural Resources (see Figure 3).
As part of this arrangement, the governor appoints four people annually to the board of directors (58 members strong!).
These people serve along with other board members and
have no “special” privileges. The current governor, Roy
Cooper, also serves on the board in an ex officio capacity.

The state also provides funds for eight administrative positions for the orchestra. These positions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executive Assistant
Director of Advertising and Promotion
Assistant Director of Marketing
Vice President of Communications
Communications Project Director
Graphic Artist
Accounting and Payroll
Human Resources

To cover these positions and support other initiatives,
the orchestra receives over $4,000,000 a year in support.
This level of support has been fairly level in the past several
years with the exception of the years directly following the
financial crisis of 2008 that hit the state of North Carolina particularly hard. This level of support does not seem to
be politically influenced. As the state has seen a significant
shift from Democrat control of the government to Republican, the funding has actually increased in recent years as
seen in Figure 4.
It is important to note that while the state does provide
almost a third of the annual budget for the symphony, the
orchestra does need to depend on traditional revenue sources including ticket sales and endowment income in order to
balance its budgets (see Figure 5).

Figure 2. Source: Report to the Community.9
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Figure 3. North Caroline Symphony org chart (Source: Department of Natural and Cultural Resources).10

Figure 4. Source: Office of the CFO, North Carolina Symphony,11 www.ballotpedia.com.12
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full-time musicians during a forty-week season. They are
also able to honor their pledge to reach all (or at least many)
of the citizens of North Carolina, which includes a large
number of very rural communities—bringing high quality music to young people who would not likely have any
other means of exposure to live classical music. This rare
bipartisan commitment to cultural enrichment is certainly
an anomaly in this political climate and is a true asset to the
state of North Carolina.

Endnotes

Figure 5. Source: Report to the Community 2017.13

While Figure 5 does not separate this out, the orchestra
also utilizes a wide range of grants and corporate sponsorships to garner the income it needs. A notably small list of
corporate partners includes:

Figure 6. Source: Report to the Community 2017.14

The North Carolina Symphony seems to be in an enviable
position. With almost a third of its funding coming from
state appropriations, the orchestra is able to provide fulltime employment with competitive salaries for sixty-six
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